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“A remarkable proposition” 
Ohio Senator Edward A. Ferguson

History of the Cincinnati 
Southern Railway
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Construction of the CSR

• The Ferguson Act passed in 1869.

• The City of Cincinnati built the 
Cincinnati Southern Railway 
(CSR).

• Multiple votes of the City’s 
electorate approved the issuance 
of debt to build the CSR.

• CSR is the only municipally owned 
railroad in the United States.
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Long-Term Lease with Norfolk Southern
• Since 1881, the CSR has been leased 

to Cincinnati, New Orleans, & Texas 
Pacific Railway (CNOTP), which is 
now a subsidiary of Norfolk Southern 
(NS).

• CSR is only used for freight traffic
and not passenger traffic.

• The CSR is part of NS’s larger 
network, particularly between Chicago 
and Atlanta.

• Railways are heavily regulated by the 
federal Surface Transportation Board.
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Cincinnati Southern Railway Board of Trustees
• The Board is a public body whose meetings are open to all.

• Non-partisan (only 3 Board members of the same political party); 5-year terms; volunteers.

• Serves a vital role to ensure the greatest possible return for the benefit of Cincinnati.

Paul Muething

(President)

Paul Sylvester

(Treasurer)

Charlie Luken

(Vice President)

Mark Mallory

(Member)

Amy Murray

(Member)
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More than double the annual value 
in perpetuity

Sale v. Lease
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The Existing Lease with NS
• In 1987, NS and the CSR Board 

agreed to extend the lease through 
2026.

• That agreement also provided NS 
the right to extend the lease an 
additional 25 years, through 2051, 
which right NS exercised in 
December 2021.

• The 1987 agreement also 
contemplates an arbitration 
procedure to determine rent through 
2051. That process was to begin as 
early as June 30, 2022.

• This arbitration procedure would be 
a detriment to the City of Cincinnati. 

• The existing lease complicates a 
sale of the CSR to a third-party 
today.
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CSR Valuation Analysis
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Projected Annual Return on Investment (Sale v. Lease)

• More than double (123.8%) the annual 

cash flow available to the City for 

existing infrastructure improvements

• 2026 (projected):
o Lease: $25.5M

o Trust Fund Earnings*: $57.1M

• 2066 (projected):
o Lease: $58.6M

o Trust Funding Earnings*: $131.2M

* Does not include earnings reserved 

annually for trust fund growth, a hedge 

against inflation and CSR operations.
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Future of the CSR
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Proposed Timeline 

November 2022

Execution of the sale 
agreement.

March 2023

Current estimate for the 
changes to state law to 
achieve the trustees’ 

objectives and permit the 
vote for sale at any election.

Spring 2023

Announcement of the 
proposed sale by the CSR 

Board by passing a resolution.

August 2023

Vote by City Council to put the 
measure on the ballot this 

November.

November 2023

Vote of the Cincinnati 
electorate to approve the 

proposed sale.
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Changes to the Ferguson Act

• The proposed changes to the state law 

governing the CSR are necessary to create 

a trust fund and allow the sale proceeds of 

$1.6B to be invested.

• State law would require the CSR Board to 

remit a minimum amount to the City each 

year.

• The proposed changes also, like the Council 

policy adopted in 1987, limit the City’s use of 

the funds to rehabbing, replacing, and 

modernizing existing infrastructure.

• The proposed changes also create multiple 

safeguards of the sale proceeds.
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Future Roles and Responsibilities

Board of Trustees:
• Nothing changes. Its role remains to 

ensure the greatest possible return for 

the benefit of the City of Cincinnati. 

• Instead of managing a lease, its duty is 

to grow the trust fund in perpetuity. 

• It must hire a financial expert.

• It must disburse to the City a minimum 

amount each year.

• It must be bipartisan.

City Council:
• Mayor appoints CSR Board of Trustees 

with the advice and consent of Council.

• Appropriates funds for existing 

infrastructure improvements in 

accordance with the approved state law.
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More information is available at:

http://cincinnatisouthernrailway.org/csr-sale/

Questions?


